
LIFE IS DRAG: MORE IS BETTER AND NEVER TOO MUCH

A reintroduction by artist Rachel Rampleman:

“On March 16, 2020 in New York City, Mayor de Blasio signed an emergency order that shut

down all clubs and theatres in the city, and on March 20th Governor Cuomo’s office issued

an executive order closing down all non-essential businesses in the state. Shortly thereafter,

the city became the epicenter of a global pandemic, and for the following year+ (and still

counting), NYC’s best and brightest nightlife performers were stripped of their stages and

spotlights, their live audiences and thus their livelihoods, and for many - their sense of

purpose and reason to be. Drag and burlesque artists who before had traveled the globe (or

at least the 5 boroughs) and performed nightly for adoring crowds were relegated to their

more often than not tiny and cramped shared apartments, many pivoting to perform digitally

for virtual audiences from their living rooms and bedrooms.

Several months into this new surreal and restricted reality, some of us cautiously started

venturing out into the city again as the number of new daily cases kept declining. And in

October of 2020, I began a new residency at the cell in Manhattan, at an experimental

theatre space and gallery located in a classic 5-story townhouse a block away from the

storied Chelsea Hotel. By November 2020, I had new lights, new backdrops, and my first few

performers on board to collaborate. After many a serious discussion with the cell’s staff

(most of whom were now working remotely) about our Covid safety precautions and protocols

- as well as what we expected of those who I would work with (indoors, performers unmasked

during recordings) - I again began making portraits for my ongoing Life is Drag series, which 



had been on hold since my last residency at 3S Artspace in February of 2020. In spite of (or

maybe even because of) the many many Covid-related production challenges and setbacks

we experienced, the portraits captured during these past few months have turned out to be

spectacular - in thanks largely to the incredible creativity, generosity and serious chutzpah of

the featured performers - many of whom I likely would not have had access to were it not for

the pandemic, and who were so very happy to be back in front of a well-earned spotlight, and

an incredibly grateful live audience of one.

A few months into the residency, the cell invited me to present these portraits in their gallery

space - which turned into a great opportunity to try out installation ideas for this exhibition at

3S Artspace. And the residency at 3S Artspace had been a great opportunity to try out

performer outreach and general production strategies prior to the cell residency, so it’s all

kind of coming full circle. To expound a bit on that - I worked with 21 New England-based

drag artists while in residence at 3S in January and February of 2020. I had just started this

new series, and was very much in the “figuring it out as I go along” stage of this process

upon my arrival in Portsmouth. Having access to the state of the art 3S Performance Space,

in addition to support of the world class 3S staff allowed me to really raise the bar production

value-wise, and to also make a truly prolific amount of new work during a very brief time (just

over two weeks).

The original Life is Drag exhibition which was to premiere all of this new work from early 2020

in the Gallery of 3S in April 2020 had to be postponed because of the pandemic, so the 3S

crew valiantly and quickly shifted gears, and converted the show to a virtual version. Now - a

little over a year later, we are very pleased to present an expanded and in-real-life version of

this show, which will now also include over 50 additional video portraits of NYC’s most

exquisite and exceptional drag and alt-burlesque stars." - Rachel Rampleman


